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ABSTRACT

Nowadays, badminton is a well-known sport in Indonesia. Not only well-known but this sport also be delighted by Indonesian people. There are a lot of people who are very interested in badminton so much and do it as a hobby or just for fun. Badminton is also one of the proudest sport in Indonesia. It can be proven by the achievements of the Indonesian badminton athletes in some international events such as olimpiad and the other international tournaments which sometimes also being held in Indonesia.

Although the achievements of Indonesian athletes was amazing, unfortunately, some of the facilities or the arena in Indonesia is not good and proper enough to accomodates the badminton tournaments, both national or international one. This condition sometimes influences the tournaments and makes some problem for spectators and the officials themselves. The problems is sometimes caused by the design and the functions of every elements in the arena which can’t be predicted by the official such as the circulation of the spectators, etc. According to those condition, the better badminton arena in design and the functions is needed to accomodates the badminton events in Indonesia, both national and international events.